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Welcome & Housekeeping 

Breaks Presentations 

Fire Alarms & Exit Toilets Mobiles 

#YHCAMHS 
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Agenda – Morning 
   Title  Lead Time 

Registration & Refreshments   09:30 

Welcome & Aims of the Day Andrew Clarke 10:00 

Young Person’s Voice – My Experience Sian Hutchings 10:15 

Regional Presentation – Best Care Now (CTRs) and 

Future Planning 

Clare Swithenbank 

Christine Brown 

10:30  

Refreshments   11:00 

Presentation & Workshop Transforming Care Team Siobhan Gorry 

Sarah Jackson 

11:20  

Questions & Answers  All 12:00 

Young Person’s Voice – Video Chilypep 12:15 

Lunch 
  

12:25 –

13:10 
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• Learning from young people on their views and 
experiences of emotional health services in our region. 

• Communication of the NHS England Transforming Care 
Agenda. 

• Learning about the Care Treatment Review (CTR) process 
and how the Strategic Case Managers can support this. 

• Learning from a established Eating Disorder Service on its 
delivery and set up. 

• Investigating the barriers and challenges of establishing a 
NICE standard eating disorder service. 

• Learning from other local areas in the development of 
NICE standard eating disorder services. 

Aims & Objectives 



Introduction 
Hello everyone and welcome to my presentation. My 

name is Siân Hutchings. 

 I’m a current student at Lincoln College and I've just 
completed the UAL (University of Arts London) in Level 2 
Diploma  in Creative Media Production & Technology at 
Lincoln College with a overall final grade of a merit worth 
4 GCSES equivalent at grade B in the summer 2015, I'm 
currently studying UAL Level 2 Diploma in Photography at 
the college and I have something called autism which 
means that my brain works differently  to others. 
 

 

 

     
 

 



Aims 

• My aim today is to tell you about my 
experiences of using mental health 
services and my experiences of 
autism. 



Me , autism and my story 
• I  got my diagnosis of autism when I was seven 

years old and ADHD when I was  two years 
old. 

 

• There was a time when I burnt my nose on a 
hot kettle because it was shiny and thought it 
was a mirror. 

 

• I also jumped off  the top of the sofa when my 

ADHD took over like a rocket.  

 

 
 

 



Me , Autism and my story 

• There were naughty times too like when I 
pushed my cousin Jade off the top bunk bed 
and she still remembers today but she was ok 
and as she didn’t hurt herself . Also I had real 
problems with my anger when I was younger 
and I was 15 and threw my woolly hats 
outside bedroom window and they stuck to 
the outside house wall.  

• Now I am able to mange my anger better 

 



Me, autism and my story 

•  I started my special school at Lincoln St 
Christopher's School in North Hykeham  when I was 8 
years old and I spent my time there until I was 16 . I 
achieved Entry Level qualifications such as maths, 
English, art & design and science. Also first aid and 
ASDAN . I was excellent at sport and I was a good 
runner and I achieved two medals in running and I 
even ran in the cross country championships in 
Leicester and I even played football too and I got 
woman of the match. 

 



Me , Autism and my story 

•  I started at Lincoln College when I was 16 and 
I studied the Retail course at the School of 
Access for two years and was awarded most 
improved student of the year at the end of the 
course and also studied Level 1 business, 
catering and IT on mainstream college courses 
and I have gained various life skills, confidence 
and improved self-esteem. 

 



Me , Autism and my story 
• Ambitious About Autism (National charity based in London)  which is a Online 

Facilitator which is my second Volunteer placement where I can do some of the 
work from my home as well. Which I commit myself for two days a month in my 
free time. 

 

• My Voice Online Facilitators are young people with autism like my self aged 16-
25 and are based all over the country in the UK. Online Facilitators help facilitate 
the online chats and we hold on the my Voice website once a month. In these 
chats young people with autism are able to discuss, in a safe space, any 
experiences they have on topics which includes online chats on subjects like 
relationships, bullying and how to find work for example. 

 

•  They are joined by expert advisers who are able to offer advice should any of 
the participants have questions. Online Facilitators play a vital role in these 
chats, they help conversation to flow smoothly and ensure that the young 
people participating get as much information as possible from the expert 
advisers.  After the chat is finished facilitators write up a short blog about their 
experience and they key points of information that was given from the chat.  



My plans for the future 
• When I complete my time at Lincoln College: 

 

• I plan to become a professional public speaker 
(Public Relations/ Media work)  on my experiences of 
living with Autism and work my way up hopefully to 
speak at conferences etc., and continue my creative 
media side and photography as a hobby 

•  I have started to make my own greeting cards with 
some of my photography work to sell to family and 
friends and hopefully get them into local art galleries 
in the near future.  



My experiences with mental health 
services 

• My experience of CAMHS has been a very 
good one, I had a psychiatrist called Dr Anne 
Thompson who was brilliant, she was helpful 
in terms of my medication for ADHD , sleep 
difficulties, my physical health, blood tests, 
blood pressure checks, height and weight.  
She also helped my parents and I with ways of 
dealing with the many challenges that we all 
faced socially. 

 



My experiences with mental health 
services 

· I still have ongoing treatment for ADHD 
and mood swings associated with my 
autism in adult services based at Long Leys 
Court Learning Disability Mental Health 
Services  in Lincoln Lincolnshire. 
I am very grateful for the support my family 
and I have received although the transition 
to adult services has been difficult because 
of staff changes and getting the right 
adjustments to my medication. 
  



My experiences with mental health 
services 

My child psychiatrist Dr Anne Thompson told 
me about lost luggage before I left CAMHS at 
18 and she explained about what it was, she 
showed me the pictures on the wall for 
example, and then referred me to the group.  



My experiences with mental health 
services 

• I got involved in Lost Luggage to meet other young people my 
age who have had similar difficulties to me , have a say about 
CAMHS, do fundraising such as baking sales. I've given talks to 
mental health nursing students at Lincoln university, I’ve 
helped with spreading the word about what we do at Lost 
Luggage. We have designed a website and leaflet which 
challenge the stigma about mental health. All these skills have 
now helped me a lot with my confidence and self-esteem. 
Now, at the age 22 I am too old to be a member of the group 
so I'm an official NHS trust volunteer for the group. It’s been a 
very rewarding experience and I would recommend it to other 
young people who become too old for the group but can still 
play a part.  

 



Thank you  
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Building the Right Support 
 

A national plan to develop community services and close inpatient facilities for people 
with a learning disability and/or autism who display behaviour that challenges, including 
those with a mental health condition  

Transforming Care for 

people with a learning 

disability and  / or autism 

Monday 25 January 2016 

19 
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 Making it happen 

20 
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Implementing ‘Building 

the right support’ 
  

For a minority of people with a 

learning disability and/or autism, we 

remain too reliant on inpatient care. 

As good and necessary as some 

inpatient care can be, people are 

clear they want homes, not hospitals.   

  

To implement this change on Friday 

30th October NHS England, the Local 

Government Association (LGA), and 

the Association of Directors of Adult 

Social Services (ADASS) published 

Building the right support and a 

new service model.   

21 

https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/ld-nat-imp-plan-oct15.pdf
https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/service-model-291015.pdf


Who this service model is for 
 

All health and social care commissioners 
including: 

• Learning disability commissioners;  

• Mental health commissioners, 

• Continuing Health Care (CHC) 
commissioners,  

• Public health commissioners and 

• Children’s commissioners. 
  
It covers the full range of commissioning  
strategic,  

operational and  

individual/micro commissioning. 

 

Individual/ 

Micro 
Commissioning 

Operational 
Commissioning 

Strategic 
Commissioning 
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• The National Service Model sets out the range of services we will 

support local areas to put in place.  
 

 People with a learning disability and/or autism who display behaviour 

that challenges, including behaviour which is attributable to a mental 

health condition.  

 People of all ages 

 People with autism who do not also have a learning disability 

 People with a learning disability and/or autism whose behaviour can lead 

to contact with the criminal justice system. 
 

• The model outlines what good support services should look like 

and has a number of ‘golden threads’ that run throughout: 
 

 Quality of life 

 Keeping people safe 

 Choice and control 

 Support and interventions 

 Equitable outcomes 

The new services we need  

23 
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National Service Model 

24 
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The journey to date 

• significant reduction in 

reliance on institutional 

care, closing asylums, 

campuses and long-stay 

hospitals.  

• since Winterbourne View 

hundreds of people have 

been discharged – but still 

further to go 

• To make a lasting and 

transformational shift we need 

now to strengthen support in 

the community and close 

more inpatient provision. 

 

 1993: 1st 
Mansell report 

8,197 

2007: 2nd 
Mansell Report  

2011: 
Winterbourne 
View abuse 
uncovered 

 2001: Valuing 
People 

5,694 

5,212 

1995 Disability 
Discrimination 

Act 

2009: Autism Act 
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New planning assumptions for 

inpatient capacity 

26 

Implementing this model of care will result in a significantly reduced need for 

hospital care.  
 

In three years local areas should need hospital capacity to care for no 

more than: 
 

• 10 – 15 inpatients in CCG-commissioned beds¹ per million adult 

population at any one time.  

• 20 – 25 inpatients in NHS England commissioned beds² per million adult 

population at any one time.  
 

These planning assumptions are based on what fast tracks told us was possible, 

sense-checked against current geographical variation in use of inpatient care.  
 

Where an area’s current usage (or in the case of fast tracks, their projected 

usage) is already below these ranges, they would not be encouraged to 

increase their bed usage but to stay at their current rate or consider reducing it 

still further.  
 

After three years we will take stock and consider going further. 
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The planning assumptions imply bigger 

change in some parts of England  
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6 Fast track areas – shaping the national 

approach to building the right support 

• Already making a difference 
on the ground 

 

• Together they are shifting 
money into community 
services and envisage 
reducing inpatient provision 
by approximately 50% over 
the coming 3 years 

 

• We will draw on our 
experience with fast tracks to 
support the rest of the country 
to build new community 
services 

28 
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Locally, delivery will be led by 

Transforming Care Partnerships 

29 

• Building on learning from fast tracks, we are mobilising local 

Transforming Care Partnerships across England – 

collaborations of CCGs, local councils and NHS England 

specialised commissioning hubs. We expect CCGs to finalise 

these arrangements by December.  

• Partnerships of CCGs, local authorities and NHS England 

specialised commissioners will be supported to work with 

people with lived experience, families and carers, and key 

stakeholders to draw up and implement robust plans for 

transformation.  

• Specialised commissioning budgets for LD services will be 

aligned to these  partnerships by April 2016, to enable 

investment to shift more easily from secure beds to 

community services.  
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Transforming Care Partnerships (TCPs) in 

the North of England 

• Cheshire & Merseyside 

• Greater Manchester 

• Lancashire 

• Cumbria & North East 

• North Yorkshire 

• Barnsley, Wakefield, Kirklees, 

Huddersfield & Calderdale 

• Bradford 

• Leeds 

• Sheffield, Doncaster, Rotherham, 

North Lincolnshire 

• East Riding & Hull 
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Funding flows will be reformed to 

enable change   

• Local transforming care partnerships will be asked to consider the money they 

spend as a whole system on people with a learning disability and/or autism, and 

to use that total sum in a different way to achieve better results. This will entail 

shifting investment away from some services and into others.  

• NHS England’s specialised commissioning budget for learning disability and 

autism services will be aligned with the new transforming care partnerships. 

• CCGs will be encouraged to pool their budgets with local authorities, whilst 

recognising their ongoing responsibilities for CHC.  

• For people who have been in hospital >5 years at 1 April 2016, NHS-funded 

dowries will follow them as they are resettled in the community.  

• Up to £30 million transformation funding will be made available over 3 years to 

help with transition costs, conditional on match funding from CCGs 

• £15 million capital funding over 3 years  

• Who Pays guidance will be reformed to reduce financial barriers to swift 

discharge.  

• Significant expansion in personalised funding approaches  

 

 31 
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There will be national support for 

change 
 

NHS England, LGA and ADASS – working with HEE, Skills for Care, the CQC, TDA, 

Monitor and other partners across he health, education and criminal justice systems – will 

offer support to these transforming care partnerships over the course of their 

transformation ‘journey’. 

32 

Support with planning (2015/16) 

• Funding for local project management  

• Regional teams will facilitate partnership working 

• Data and access to subject matter experts to help 

understand the strengths and weaknesses of existing 

services. 

• Independent facilitation to bring local stakeholders 

together to design a shared future model of care 

• Access to a range of subject matter experts, including 

clinicians, third sector organisations and experts by 

experience. 

• Technical expertise to support implementation planning.  

• Plan review process (building on fast track reviews)  

 

Support with delivery (2016/17 ) 

• Business-as-usual assurance processes for the NHS and 

sector-led improvement processes for local government 

• National collaborative improvement programme (co-

ordinating peer-learning and shared problem-solving 

between local areas)?  

• National accelerated support team able to work 

intensively with local areas with the biggest challenges 

and/or struggling to make progress? 

• HEE/Skills for Care to facilitate workforce development 

• Collaboration with TDA/Monitor/CQC to support change in 

provider landscape  
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December 2015 

• Confirmation of arrangements for the partnerships will be in place by 15th  December 

• Regional dialogue events to take place with the TCP’s and stakeholders to discuss 
expectations and clarify the next steps 

• NHS England to confirm assurance approach 

 

January 2016 

• First TCP board meetings to take place  

• Support available to partnerships to help with planning 

 

February 2016 

• Draft plans to be submitted by 8th February 

• NHS England and other stakeholders to undertake review and assurance of TCP 
plans locally 

 

March 2016 

• TCP’s to revise plans according to local and regional feedback 

 

April 2016 

• Final TCP plans submitted and implementation commences 
 

Timetable for Transforming Care 

Partnerships (TCP’s) 
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• Local stakeholders  

• Current and potential providers 

• Multiple commissioning organisations  

• People with lived experience 

• Families and carers 

• Advocacy    

 

 

Local Engagement 
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Reconfiguration? Consultation? 

• Any reconfiguration programme must take into 

account the responsible organisations statutory 

responsibilities and will need to be reported through 

existing mechanisms to the Oversight Group for 

Service Change and Reconfiguration. 

 

• TCPs will need to factor in formal consultation with all 

relevant stakeholder and governance organisations  
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Current position 
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Regional summary 

37 

Inpatient Reductions 
 

50% discharge      33% of the 31st March cohort now discharged 
 

10% ambition      5% net reduction of the ALL inpatient cohort 

Admissions 
 

ALL inpatient cohort       12 admissions in the last fortnight against 420 YTD  

Discharges 
 

ALL inpatient cohort       19 discharges in the last fortnight against 356 YTD 

Care & Treatment Reviews (CTRs) 
 

ALL Inpatient cohort: 350 CTRs have taken place since 1 April 2015 

ALL Inpatient cohort : 91 CTRs planned in the last fortnight of which 59 took place 
 

ALL Inpatient cohort       96 patients with no planned CTR 

 

Pre-admission       1 CTR in last fortnight against 22 YTD 

Based on local tracker information 



50% Ambition Position 
Source: Local trackers 
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14/15 Target: A target to discharge 50% of the 31 March 2014 cohort by March 2015 (Agreed in October 2014).  

Baseline: The March 14 cohort baseline is 1035 with a 50% discharge ambition of 517. (local trackers) 

50% Discharge position as at 16 December 2015 

Appendix A contain a detailed breakdown of the latest activity 



50% Ambition Position – expected 

discharges by 31 March 2016 
Source: Local trackers 
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Expected cumulative discharges at 31 March 2016 by confidence level 



Assuring Transformation 10% Ambition Position  
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15/16 Target: A regional cohort reduction target of between 10-13%. (Agreed in June 2015) The region continues to make 
progress, having achieved a YTD cohort reduction of 5%. 

Baseline: The March 15 baseline has now been reconciled with the total cohort count of 994 for the North region  
(Source: Assuring Transformation (HSCIC)) 

In order to deliver the 10% ambition 13 fewer patients need to be within a 
hospital setting at the end of each month (for the next 4 months) 
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10% Ambition: Projected position (Mar16)  

41 

All inpatient: Projected position at 31 March 2016 
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Specialised Commissioning 

42 
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All Inpatients – Discharges and Admissions 
Source: Assuring Transformation 
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Admissions: Admission rates continue to slow 
following an increase during Q1 15/16.  There has 
however been a spike of admission activity in the 
last fortnight.  

Transfers: Transfer rates mirror the discharges.  A 
significant proportion of these transfers have been 
to a lower security setting or the placements closer 
to home. 

Discharges & Admission: Cumulative year to date 

Discharges: Discharge rates continue to vary although 
levels remain higher than in Q1 15/16. Rates also 
seem to show some seasonal variations with 
reduction rates during the Summer and October. 

CTRs: Numbers of CTRs completed continue to 
increased. 260 CTRs planned before 31 March 2016.  
Relatively small number of pre-admissions CTRs have 
been reported to date . 65% of the patients who have 
had a CTR are deemed to be appropriately placed  
(CTR outcome) 



44 

All Inpatient – CTRs 
Source: Local trackers 
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Summary table North Cheshire & 
Mersey 

Cumbria & North 
East 

Lancashire & Gtr 
Manchester 

Yorkshire & 
Humber 

Specialised 
Commissioning 

Latest 
period  

YTD Latest 
period  

YTD Latest 
period  

YTD Latest 
period  

YTD Latest 
period  

YTD Latest 
period 

YTD 

C
TR

 a
ct

iv
it

y 

Inpatient 
CTRs 
(planned) 

59 
(91) 

350 7 
(11) 

28 5 
(5) 

19 10 
(17) 

63 12 
(26) 

74 25 
(32) 

166 

Suitable for 
discharge 
(YTD) 

 
35% 

 
25% 

 
79% 

 
37% 

 
54% 

 
22% 

Pre-adm 
CTRs 

1 22 - 5 - - 0 2 1 11 - 4 

Avoided 
Admission 
(YTD) 

 
55% 

 
60% 

 
- 

 
100% 

 
445% 

 
- 

CTRs: The number of patients identified as suitable for discharge varies across local teams, with a marked difference to specialised 
commissioning.  There are currently 96 patients  who do not have an identified CTR date (excluding medium & high secure) 



All Inpatients – CAMHS 
Source: Local trackers 
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  Specialised 

Commissioning 

North East hub North West hub Yorkshire & Humber 

All inpatients Cohort Count (at 16th December 2015) 

[31 March 2014 cohort] 

 

36 
[4] 

20 
[1] 

4 
[2] 

12 
[1] 

Discharges  

3rd – 16th December 2015 (Planned) 2 (2) 1 (1) - 1 (1) 

Total YTD  (from 1st Apr 2015) 39 22 1 16 

Admissions 

3rd – 16th December 2015  - - - - 

Total YTD (from 1st Apr 2015) 41 22 1 18 

Readmissions  

Total 3 2 - 1 

Transfers 

3rd – 16th December 2015 (Planned) 2 (2) - - 2 (2) 

Total YTD (from 1st Apr 2015) 14 2 2 10 

Discharge Planned 15/16 

Q3 Total expected by 31st Dec  7 4 1 2 

Q4 Total expected by 31st Mar  5 4 - 1 
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CAMHS / Under 18s - CTRs 
Source: Local trackers 
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Specialised 
Commissioning 

North East hub North West hub Yorkshire & Humber 

CTR Activity Latest 
period  

YTD Latest 
period  

YTD Latest 
period  

YTD Latest 
period  

YTD 

Inpatient CTRs (Planned) 2 (2) 21 1 (1) 8 0 1 1 (1) 12 

Suitable for discharge (YTD) 3 3 - - 

Pre-admission CTRs 0 4 - - - - 0 4 

Avoided Admission (YTD) - 0 - - 

Focus of project is to ensure that  children who are leaving 52 week residential placements have a person centred education 
health and care plan that supports their effective transition to adulthood.  

Specialised 
Commissioning 

North East hub North West hub Yorkshire & Humber 

Planned CTR 
(before 31Mar16) 

9 9 - - 

Not had CTR 6 2 2 2 

Reasons for: Awaiting confirmation of 
discharge 

Discharge planned in next 
week; CTR being arranged 

No reason stated 
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CAMHS 

Learning 

Disability 

Project  

 

November 2015 

Supporting  

children and  

young people 
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• NHS England 4 top priorities for 
2015 and 2016 

• These are the big things      
NHS England wants to improve 

• Improving care for            
people with learning disabilities 
is one of the top 4 priorities 

• This includes children and 
young people with learning 
disabilities 

 

Top NHS England priority 
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We are carrying out a new project 

to help children and young people        

with learning disabilities  

who have mental health problems  

or behaviour which challenges 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About our work 
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• Funded up to March 2016 By Department 
of Health CAMHS monies 

Led by NHS England working with 

1. CAMHS (what does that mean?) 

2. Department For Education 

3. Association of Directors of Children’s 
Services (ADCS) 

4. Department of Health (DH) 

5. Disabled Children’s Alliance 

6. Families & young people 

 

The work starts now! 

The new Learning Disability Project 
for children and young people 
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• Eric Barker (lead) 

• Sue North (social care and 

education adviser) 

• 5 posts in the regions 

• clinical service model lead  

• learning disability adviser  

• project support/admin 

New team recruited 
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• To prevent unnecessary admission to hospital and avoid 
lengthy stays, ensuring treatment has clearly defined 
outcomes, planning for discharge from admission 

• To identify specific pathways that will enable children and 
young people to remain with or near to family and get the 
support they need 

• To encourage innovative ideas to be tested/evaluated of 
supporting CYP and families through a grants process 

• To ensure that children and young people with LD and/or 
autism leave school with a good education, health and 
care plan that supports their transition to adulthood leading 
to better outcomes for them and their families. 

Aims 
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• All Under 18 year olds in hospital will 
have had a CTR 

• Increased uptake of Community (pre-
admission) CTRs 

• 52 week residential school leavers 
will  have a person-centred   
education health and care plan (or 
have a date set) 

• New pathway will have been 
developed for CYP and families in 
consultation & in line with New 
service Model 

• Feedback from and sharing of 
learning so far from grants awarded 

 

Outcomes by March 2016 
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• Advisory Groups- young people and 

families; Education; ADCS; DCA; 

DH 

• Specialised Commissioning Links 

(CAMHS) 

• Children with Complex Needs 

Boards 

• DH- Children and young people 

Health & Wellbeing Partnership 

Board 

• Clinical commissioning groups 

(CCGs) 

•  Levers- Legislation. Planning 

guidance 

 

 

 

. 

 

 

To make it work 
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• There are nearly 140 children 
and young people in learning 
disability and mental health 
hospitals  

• They are often a long way from 
home 

• People can be in hospital for a 
long time, months or years 

• Sometimes, people stay in 
hospital longer because their 
community does not offer the 
right support 

 

 

Current picture 
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• Nearly 1400 children and 
young people with 
challenging behaviour, 
mental health problems and 
or autism in residential 
special schools  

• Some of these young people 
will also end up in special 
hospitals or other 
“institutional” living 
arrangements 

Current picture 
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• Bids process December 15 

• Applications from 

Voluntary/third sector/ Not for 

profit organisations 

• Panel to award first week in 

January  

 

Grants process 
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• Team recruited- all in post start January 

• Advisory group set up 

• Grants process.  

• Communications with CCGs and LAs and SEND 

Leads 

• Some data- need more 

 

Progress 
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• Data 

• Relationships 

• Lack of awareness of what should happen 

• CTR awareness amongst CCGs 

• Geography 

challenges 
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Thank you for listening 

Any Questions & How Can you Help? 
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Move Forward With Mental Health 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5o5ei_FxFA
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Lunch Break 
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Agenda - Afternoon 

Eating Disorder Services – Delivering to Standard Andrew Clarke 13:10 

Young Person’s Voice – My Experience Lara Ferguson 13:15 

Cheshire and Merseyside Eating Disorder Service for 

Adolescents (CHEDS) 

Dr Fiona Noble 

Emma Leigh 

Juliet Bartlett 

13:30 

Workshop: 

1. Barriers to Meeting ED Guidance 

2. Solutions and Support Needed 

3. Individual pledges for action / next steps 

4. Feedback One Barrier and One Solution 

Andrew Clarke 14:30 

Questions & Answers All 15:30 

Concluding remarks and next steps   15:45 

   Title  Lead Time 
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Lara Ferguson 

 
Youth Councillor for Sheffield Youth 

Cabinet / UK Youth Parliament 



Eating Disorders and Current 

Practice Tier 3 CAMHS 
Dr Fiona Noble 

 
CAMHS Consultant West Cheshire CAMHS 

Clinical Lead West Cheshire CCG CAMHS Pathways 



referral 

• CAPA 

• Priority choice 

• Allocated a choice 

• Opt in 

fn transforamation ED Leeds 
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Next Steps 

• Allocated to partnership (2 workers)  (weekly initially) 

 

• Allocated a psychiatrist (maybe one of the workers but less 
likely now) 

 

• Involve GP physical monitoring 

 

• Involve paediatrician  

 

• Separation of psychological and physical (psychiatrist) 
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Difficulties 

• Workers available to work often asap 

• Equivalent of 3 partnerships / cycle 

• January 2015 26 cases 

• No dietitian 

• Confidence and skills variation in team 

• History of referrals direct to CHEDS 
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CHEDS 

• Changed so local GP’s had to come through tier 3 and we 
hold re other risk issues 

 

• Supportive 

 

• Consultation 

 

• Access to dietician  

 

• Beds 
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However 

• CHEDS seen as experts so we are not seen as good enough 

 

• Transition time post referral  

 

• Age of YP  

 

• Transition at 16 

 

• (Liverpool) 
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Flow Chart 

• Medical consideration: GP/paediatricians 

• Follow local pathway 

• Trial of treatment in tier 3 

• (Seek consultation as required) 

• (second opinion: containment) 

 

• Referral to CHEDS if indicated 

• CHEDS accept and tier 3 keep open and attend reviews  

                 or refer back and offer consultation  

• Active opt in from YP to CHEDS 
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Referral criteria 

•  anorexia nervosa aged 13-18 

– No progress in weight gain / weight loss 

during first 6 weeks of treatment  

– Lack of therapeutic engagement. 

– Lack of progress in engaging parents in 

establishing meal planning. 

– Evidence of increasing complexity in terms of 

co-morbidity, family dynamics that are 

impacting or impeding progress. 
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Referral Criteria 

• bulimia nervosa aged 13-18 

 

– Lack of therapeutic engagement. 

– No reduction in bingeing or compensatory 

behaviours in first 8 weeks of treatment 
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Hub and Spoke 

• Resources 

• Skills and training 

• Right skills at right time 

• Dietitian 

• Seamless 

• Expertise from beginning; no undermining 

• Direct links as based in teams 

• Joined up working 

• Younger Age  

• Transitions at 16 

• Self referral 
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Questions 

 

• fiona.noble@cwp.nhs.uk 
• 01244 393200 
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CAMHS Transformation 
Development of Hub and Spoke 

Model  

Juliet Bartlett 

Clinical Nurse Specialist 

Cheshire and Merseyside 

Adolescent Eating Disorder 

 



Overview of Current CHEDS Model  
 

• Regional Service – covering Cheshire , 

Wirral and Merseyside 

• Total population 2.5 million 

• Age Range: 13 – 19 

• Current Referral route:  
CAMHS only 



CHEDS Team  

• 9.7 wte  Clinical MDT: 
– Psychiatry 

– Psychology 

– Nursing 

– Family Therapy 

– DBT Therapists 

– CBT Therapists 

– Dietetic 

– Art Psychotherapy  
 

• Chester  Hub 

• Liverpool  - satellite – 2 days  

• All treatment clinic 

based 

• 9 – 5 Mon – Fri 

• Physical monitoring 

via GP / Paediatrics 
 



Treatment Principles 
• Evidence Based Practice 

• Collaboration not coercion 

• The young person is the  

    customer – opt in system  

• Out-patient treatment as primary treatment  

• Intervention.  

• 6 – 8 weekly Review of Treatment and  

•  Outcome Measurements. 

• Motivation enhancement as a key starting point 

• Behavioural change before psychological 

 

 

 

 



Current Outpatient Specialist 

Treatment Interventions 

provided 
 

• Manual based CBT approach  
– Weekly individual sessions 

– Weekly separate parental support sessions ( 1st 6-12 weeks) 

– Up to 6 dietetic sessions over course of treatment  

• Intensive Multi – Family Workshop – bi-annual 

• Current Pilot of James Locke model individual 
family treatment  

• Full DBT Programme  

• Current Pilot of RO DBT  

 
 



Integrated Inpatient / Outpatient 

Treatment Programme 
• 4 beds in general adolescent unit 

• Contains core elements of the outpatient 

individual and family treatment 

approaches. 

• Orientation Meeting and opt in crucial  

motivation 

• CHEDs manage and provide treatment 

during Inpatient stay  



Paediatric Management 

• Development of Paediatric Guidelines for 

nursing management 

• Investment in SLA agreement 
– Provision of 4 Outpatient Paediatric assessments per month  

– Capacity for 8, 2 week admissions per year 

– Training and supervision to Paediatric staff in management of 

Eds 

– Consultation and advice to Ward during the admission  

– Aim for medical stabilisation so can continue Outpatient 

treatment  

 



Training and Consultation Role  

• 3 monthly Specialist Supervision Groups 

to CAMHS 

• Annual Conference for all staff within the 

Cheshire and Merseyside Area  

• Consultation and Support 

• 2nd Opinion Assessments to other ED 

services 



Hub and Spoke 

Model – 

To sit within Tier 4 Management Structure 

Hub – CHEDS 

SFT-E; CBT-E; DBT; Art 
Psychotherapy; MFW; inpt 

 

 

 

.  

  

  

  

Eastern 

Cheshire 

CBT-E; SFT-E; 
Dietetic 

  

 

West 

CBT-E; SFT-E; 
Dietetic 

 

 

Wirral 

CBT-E; SFT-
E; Dietetic 

 

 

 

Vale Royal 
& South 

CBT-E; SFT-
E; Dietetic 

 

  

Specialist 
Supervision  

Expert 
Knowledge 
/ Training  

Better 
Outcomes  

Speed of 
Access 

Local 
Response.  



Spoke Team to liaise with 
Tier 3 CAMHs service and  
reach agreement whether 
to be seen by Generic 
CAMHS service or identify 
alternative resource. 

Spoke Team communicate 
outcome of decision to 
referrer 

Not 

Appropriate 

for ED Team . 

Routine – non urgent 

case: 

Arrange date for 
assessment within 4 weeks 
of receipt of referral 

Adher to Treatment 
Pathway for non 
urgent cases 

Referral Received into 
CAMHS  locality based 
Spoke Team 

Spoke Team Duty Person to 
make contact with referrer 
within 24 hours of receipt of 
referral to establish: 

-Core required info 

-Assess level of urgency 
required  
-Determine appropriateness of 
referral to ED Spoke Team  

Appropriate 
for ED Spoke 
Team  

Confirm date/venue for assessment 
with Referrer and young person / 
family within two working days of 
receipt of referral 

Confirm plan with GP for medical 
monitoring in writing .   

 Complete assessment and determine 
treatment plan with young person and 
family / carer – communicate this to all 
relevant professionals  

Urgent case 

 rapid weight loss, 
indicators of 
medical risk( as 
per Junior 
MARSIPAN 
Guidelines:  
Arrange 
assessment within 
1 week of receipt 
of referral 

Liaise with GP re 
medical monitoring 
and if acute medical 
assessment is 
required based on 
MARSIPAN Guidelines 

 

Medical admission 

required – confirm with 
Paed Ward arrangements 
to support admission 

Adher to 
Treatment 
Pathway for urgent 
cases 

Liaise with 

CHEDS Hub 
Team for 
advice / 
support. 

Referral Pathway – Year 1 



Treatment Pathway – Year 1 

Accepted for 

Treatment by Spoke 

Team  
Liaise c Hub if  

deterioration in 

1st 6 weeks   

Weight stable – no 

short term risk  

Outpatient Treatment Programme 

Individual  Medical Management 

Parent Work ROMs 

Dietetic 6 weekly Review Report  

6-8 weekly Review 

Family, Spoke / Hub 

Team / CAMHS 

Continue Treatment 

Reduce Frequency  

Parent work on 

needs basis  

Dietetic – up to 6 

sessions  during 

treatment  

 

Complete ED 

Treatment 

Discharge – 

confirm plan with 

all services   

Poor Motivation/ 

Lack of Engagement 

Discharge from 

Spoke Team  

Confirm plan with 

all services 

Increased risk  

Weight loss 

Family stress 

Paediatric 

Review / 

admission 

Access 

to 

MFW/ 

DBT/  

ED 

Inpatient 

Admissi

on 

Treatment 
Complete - discharge 

ED Treatment 

Complete – refer 

back to Generic 

CAMHs for 

treatment if co-

morbiidty  

Joint work Spoke & CAMHs 

Team  

Clearly defined Goals of 

Spoke / CAMHs Team 

focus of treatment  



Progress to Date  

•  Project Group established to operationally develop 

Model  

• Co-opted clinical and management reps from each area 

• Identified required Spoke Team skills mix:  

 Dietetic CBT Family Therapy  

• CCG lead as part of  Project Group 

• Recruitment / Assessment day planned 

• Service User and 3rd Sector involvement ongoing  

• Establishing accommodation sites for Spoke Teams  



Challenges  

• Time pressures – getting the 

service up and running !! 

• Integration v Protection of 

Spoke Teams sitting in 

CAMHS 

• Communication – everyone on 

the same page  

• Staff Management and AC 

Responsibility in Spoke Teams  

• The Hub integrating with the 

Spokes 

 

• Recruitment  

• Demands on CHEDs to meet 

the demands of Hub & Spoke v 

NHS England requirements as 

a Regional Service 

• Data collection  

• Embracing change 

• How we move to 7 day 

working – in stages  

• Including GPs in the process. 

• Unknown impact of self referral 

on resources  

 



Positives to keep us going ! 

• Partnership working – CHEDS, CAMHS, CCGs 

• Exciting – time to think outside of the box ? 

• Creating an improved, more user friendly  service  

• Enhancing and building on existing skills.  

• Developing a consistent model for Eating Disorder 

Management across all CAMHs services. 

• Development of ED IAPT Training  

• Clear targets to meet over 5 year plan – 

• Don’t have to build Rome in a day  

 

 

 



Working as a CCG Collaborative 

Emma Leigh MBE 

Clinical Projects Manager 



Transformation Plans- options 
considered for eating disorder services 
• Size and footprint of the health economy locally – 

numbers needed in guidance 
• Quantity and quality of the current service 

already provided – internal audit and 
benchmarking against new standards 

• Re-commission of the entire eating disorders 
service 

• Contract variation building on existing best 
practice 

• Development of ‘Cheshire’ working group 



Working partnership – who are we 

• NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG 

• NHS South Cheshire CCG 

• NHS West Cheshire CCG 

• NHS Vale Royal CCG 

• NHS Wirral CCG 

Wider support from: 

• Cheshire East Council 

• Cheshire West and Chester Council  



Why work together? 

• In the national guidance we needed the 
required footprint. However! 

• We already share the same provider CWP 

• Locally as CCGs we have a good working 
relationship, share the same ways of working 

• Desire to build on current best practice that 
supports the hub & spoke model 



Process 

• Individual CCGs currently have CYP eating 
disorder services as part of their ‘block contracts’ 
with CWP – these contracts will remain for next 
12 months 

• Contract variation has been developed for the 
next 12 months, while the new methodology is 
tested, based on ‘fair shares’ of each areas usage 

• Shared contract management of the ‘new’ 
element of the service across the CCG 
collaborative  



Management of working together 

• NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG takes lead 
management on behalf of partner CCGs 

• Benefits – consistency of message, one 
contact point in for the provider 

• Each CCG retains their individual contracts 
with CWP, but shares terms and KPIs 

• Joint Steering Group – economies of scale, do 
once for many 



Benefits – for commissioners 

 Pool resources financially to create a service 
that can collectively ‘buy’ more capacity 

Ensures local patients get access to region-
wide expertise 

Can call on the wider expertise of other CCG 
partners  



Benefits – for providers 

Create a methodology that uses best practice 
across a wide footprint 

Simplifies communication and contracting 
with commissioners, effective use of resources 
so that more can be invested in service 
delivery 

Provides an opportunity to plan for longer 
term 



Benefits – for young people 

 An equitable service 
wherever you are 
treated and supported 
in the Cheshire region 

 Continuity of service 

 Consistency of 
opportunities to be 
involved 

 



Many thanks 

emmaleigh@nhs.net 

    @emma_leigh_mbe 
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1. Barriers to Meeting Eating Disorder 

Services (15 min) 

2. Solutions and Support Needed to 

Meet Standards (15 min) 
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3. Solutions and Support Needed 

to Meet Standards (10 min) 
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4. Feedback:   One Barrier 

        

       

 

       One Solution 
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Evaluation 

1.  Tell us if you have enjoyed today    

 

2.   Volunteers for follow-up in 2 months’ time 
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